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background: A technical challenge heretofore unaddressed in transradial & transulnar interventions is the access of small- sized radial (RA) & 
ulnar(UA) arteries (≤1.5 mm diameter) . Compression of UA(COUA) is expected to lead to increase in RA diameter (RAD)via collateral flow through 
palmar arch. The same is expected of UA diameter (UAD)on compression of RA (CORA). This technique could be used to enhance diameter of small 
RA or UA for successful puncture.
Methods: Bilateral RA & UA were measured using color doppler ultrasound prior to catheterization. Compression of other artery(COOA):RA for UA 
and UA for RA was performed to record increase in diameter (on ultrasound) of each forearm artery while compressing the other over 1 min intervals 
upto a total of 5 mins. Number of punctures required and failure to puncture was noted for arteries ≤1.5 mm both with and without compression.
results: A total of 2344patients were studied. Mean ± SD of baseline diameter of all arteries (RA &UA) was 1.67±0.29mm which increased 
by 11.97% (mean) with COOA in 3.8 ±0.3 minutes . UA increased by 13±5% vs 14%±4% for RA (p=ns)on COOA . 8% patients had both RA 
& UA ≤1.5mm. While the increase in access artery diameter was 16±6% in ateries≤1.5mm at baseline(n=374); it was 12%±3%(p=0.06) in 
those(n=390)>1.5mm diameter (mean =1.8±0.4mm at baseline). In arteries ≤1.5 mm(mean1.29±0.21mm): successful access occurred in 
98.7%(Mean punctures = 1.2) with use of COOA to enhance diameter of access artery vs 78% (mean punctures=3.4)without COOA .
conclusions: COUA leads to increase in size of radial and vice versa for ulnar artery and can be used to increase successful puncture in small 
arteries, especially≤ 1.5mm. 
